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Newly revised to resolve formatting and typographical problems. Aaron Elkins, the author of the
Edgar-winning Old Bones, teamed up with his wife, Charlotte, to fashion this lighthearted
mystery--a fictional look at the less glamorous side of a golf tour.In this first Lee Ofsted mystery,
Lee is a "rabbit" golfer in the Pacific-Western Women's Pro-Am. She made it into the tournament
by the skin of her teeth and suddenly she can't keep her long drives from slicing--veering sharply
to the right. She is hitting the ball perfectly and it simply isn't going where it is supposed to. And if
Lee can't get rid of this slice quickly, all the scraping and saving to enter the tournament and stay
in it, all the Big Macs and cheap motels, will be for nothing.Then Lee discovers the body of the
tour's star at the bottom of the course lake, and her own problems with golf techniques pale in
comparison. Enter Lieutenant Graham Sheldon. He's charming, handsome, and determined to
capture the killer--as well as Lee's heart. But the murder has triggered buried anger and petty
jealousies among the players. Lee finds out just what wicked means are causing her drives to
slice. And it looks like the murderer has barely begun to score....

From Publishers WeeklyCharlotte Elkins makes her mystery debut with her husband Aaron,
1988 Edgar winner for Old Bones and author of five additional top whodunits. Golf-pro Lee
Ofstead nearly gives up when a "wicked slice" hurts her game during the women's tournament in
Carmel, Calif. Admiring while envying Kate O'Brian, star of the golf pro circuit, Lee dreams of
similar triumphs, but the scenario becomes a nightmare when somebody murders Kate.
Detective Graham Sheldon questions Lee first among many suspects, since she found the body
and is now replacing Kate as the well-paid endorser of Sawyer's Sports Equipment. Helping
Graham with information on the esoteric world of exhibition golf, Lee wins his heart, and together
they investigate others: Milt Sawyer of the sports firm, tournament director Nick Pittman and the
competing players. After the requisite endangerment of the heroine, the engagingly humorous
thriller turns into a Lee/Graham love story.Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorWith their
backgrounds in art scholarship, forensic anthropology, and psychology, Charlotte and Aaron
Elkins were destined to be mystery writers. Between them, they’ve written thirty mysteries since
1982, garnering such awards as the Agatha Award for the best short story of the year, the Edgar
Award for the year’s best mystery, and the Nero Wolfe Award for Literary Excellence. The pair
revels in creating intensively researched works that are as accessible and absorbing as they are
sophisticated and stylish. Charlotte was born in Houston, Texas, Aaron in New York City. They
live on Washington’s Olympic Peninsula.With their backgrounds in art scholarship, forensic
anthropology, and psychology, Charlotte and Aaron Elkins were destined to be mystery writers.
Between them, they’ve written thirty mysteries since 1982, garnering such awards as the Agatha



Award for the best short story of the year, the Edgar Award for the year’s best mystery, and the
Nero Wolfe Award for Literary Excellence. The pair revels in creating intensively researched
works that are as accessible and absorbing as they are sophisticated and stylish. Charlotte was
born in Houston, Texas, Aaron in New York City. They live on Washington’s Olympic Peninsula. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside Flapust makes
the cut for the Pacific Western Woman's Pro-Am golf tournament. She's never hit the ball better
-- but for some reason, her drives keep slicing. But this isn't the only mystery -- soon Lee
discovers the body of the tour's star at the bottom of the course lake. Enter Lieutenant Graham
Sheldon. He's charming, handsome, and determined to capture the killer -- as well as Lee's
heart. But the murder has triggered buried anger and jealousy among the players, and with a
diabolical killer on the loose, Lee finds that making par is the least of her problems --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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A Wicked SliceByCharlotte and AaronElkinsCopyright 2010 by Charlotte Elkins and Aaron
Elkins. All rights reserved.ContentsChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter
15Chapter 16AcknowledgementsChapter 1Never fret over a poor shot. Dismiss it from your
mind and get on with your game.Oh, sure.Lee stared accusingly at the dimpled golf ball peeping
with such smug innocence from the tangle of iceplant. The old rule made sense, but not fretting
was a lot harder when it was your seventh wretched shot of the day.There were always a few
rotten shots, of course; that was part of the game. But she had never had this kind of trouble with
slices before. The small, good-humored segment of the gallery that had started out with her had
shrunk to an edgy knot of four or five by the fifth hole. By the seventh they’d melted away
altogether, slinking shame-facedly off to follow more likely prospects, and who would blame
them? Her fairway game had come apart at the seams, and nobody wanted to watch a
supposedly grown woman do likewise.It was unbelievable. She had felt good entering the Pacific-
Western Women’s Pro-Am Tournament, and on Monday she had shot a blistering 68 in the
qualifying round. But today...she was too embarrassed to look at her three dejected amateur
partners, who had each paid $2,500 for the privilege of playing three rounds of competitive golf
with a competent pro...but who had wound up with her instead.In reproachful silence her caddie
handed her the six-iron she’d asked for. Poor Lou had to be wondering what he’d done to get
stuck with her and how she’d ever qualified for the tour. And Lou wasn’t the only one. Lee was
starting to wonder too. Slices, yet.Resolutely she cleared her mind and concentrated on the next
shot. The most direct route to the green was blocked by the thick, gnarled trunk of an oak about
twenty feet in front of her. No doubt Tiger Woods or Annika Sorenstam would have driven the
ball over it (or through it), but this was emphatically not Lee Ofsted’s day for heroics. The most
she could hope for was to chip laterally out of the rough and back onto the fairway. She brought
the club concisely back, swung firmly, and managed to punch the ball out of the clutching
vegetation and back on to the short grass. Even better, she got a fine roll on it so that it didn’t
stop until it reached the middle of the fairway, giving her a clear line to the green, a soft nine-iron
away.“Heh, great shot! We really popped it out of there!” The sudden grin on Lou’s dour,
monkeyish face was so delighted, so genuinely astonished, that it made her feel worse than
ever.“We’re back on our game now, no sweat,” he said, sliding the iron into the big new Callaway
bag that had cost her an alarming $300, but what choice did she have after the bottom literally
fell out of the old nylon one?“Bop a few more beauts like that,” Lou went on with uncharacteristic
verbosity, “and the last few are gonna be smooth sailing; no sweat. Smooth sailing,” he chirped
again as they trudged from the sand dunes that edged the dogleg on Carmel Point’s eleventh
hole. “No sweat.”Did he really have to lay it on quite so thick? He was trying to raise her spirits, of
course, but it sounded an awful lot like wishful thinking. Or praying.Which is what it turned out to
be.Lee’s unaccountable fairway-wood slice earned her a bogey on the fourteenth and a
mortifying double bogey on sixteen—or it would have been mortifying if any fans had stayed
around to watch—giving her a miserable 80 for the day. Still, she told herself, with two more



rounds to go before the final cut, there was a good chance to make up for it. All she had to do
was play the best golf of her life for the next two days.No sweat.When she finally plucked her ball
out of the cup on the eighteenth green, she straightened up, nodded grimly to her partners, and
turned to see Nick Pittman moving nervously toward her. Anxious faces on tournament officials—
especially Nick—were nothing unusual, but this one looked serious. Nick even forgot to make
the standard polite query about her round. Or maybe he already knew her score and was too
gentlemanly to bring it up. Either way was fine with Lee. Her golf game was the last thing she
wanted to talk about. The sudden development of a hook wouldn’t have been so embarrassing,
but everyone thought of a slice as a hacker’s problem, not a pro’s. And everyone was
right.“Where’s Kate? Have you seen Kate today?” Nick asked, falling in step as they walked
toward the clubhouse through a crowd paying Lee no attention at all. There wasn’t even a kid
who thought enough of her to ask for her ball.“Kate O’Brian?” She shook her head. “Anything
wrong?”“Yes, there’s something wrong. She didn’t show up for her starting time, that’s what’s
wrong.”“Didn’t show up—” Lee stopped momentarily. “Then she’s disqualified?”“She sure is. We
had to move up the top nonqualifier to take her place. Wilma Snell.” Nick’s plum-colored lips
jerked at the corners. “Can you just imagine what that’s going to do to our TV ratings? The
sponsors are furious. Who the hell ever heard of Wilma Snell? Oh,” he said awkwardly, “pardon
me.”“That’s okay, Nick,” She understood what he was apologizing for. Who the hell, after all, had
ever heard of Lee Ofsted? But at least she had survived the qualifying round on her own
merit.Nick was shaking his head. “Kate’s pulling out isn’t going to do anything for the gate
either.”No, it wouldn’t. Kate O’Brian was a sensational golfer with a flamboyant, roistering
personality that might have been designed for television. She had been the center of attention at
any tournament she chose to enter for the last fifteen years. And “chose” was the right word. As a
top money winner she could afford to pick and choose the tournaments that caught her fancy.
No competing in the qualifying rounds every week for Kate O’Brian. Unlike some golfers who
came to mind.A mild jab of concern nudged her. “You know, that just doesn’t sound like Kate. It’s
hard to believe she’d casually drop out of a tournament without saying anything.”“Yes, yes, I
know.” Nick waggled his head in agreement or consternation. “And the Sawyer people are fit to
be tied. She was supposed to do an interview this morning for their Golf World show, and she
didn’t show up for that either.”“Oh, no. Milt Sawyer must be hysterical.”“He is, he is. Hysterical,”
Nick agreed, and the thought seemed to settle him a little. Even hysteria loved
company.Nicholas Shapeworthy Pittman III reminded her of a country squire, if you could believe
the old movies; a big, beefy, outdoorsy man of fifty who looked as if he belonged in a tweed
shooting jacket, jodhpurs, and boots. Riding to hounds. His face in repose was probably twinkly
and self-complacent, but Lee had never seen it in repose. As chairman of the board of directors
of the Carmel Point Golf Club, he had wound up with the thankless and impossible job of
tournament director for the first Pacific-Western Women’s Pro-Am, and now he sported a
nervous tick under his right eye, carried around a shirt pocketful of Maalox tablets, and the
hunted look of a man who knew it was only a question of time until the next unimaginable



disaster.Or it could be he’d always looked like that.Nick walked a few more steps. “Lee, I don’t
know where the hell she is!” he said abruptly. “Where is she? You must know!”“Me? How should I
know?”A fresh set of furrows seemed to settle into Nick’s forehead. “Well...aren’t you her best
friend?”Lee blinked with surprise. “No, I’m not.”“Well, somebody said you were,” he said
reprovingly.“Well, I’m not. I’d like to help, Nick, but she never said anything to me about it.”And
why should she have? In point of fact, Lee knew Kate—really knew her—hardly at all, despite
the long, talky drives they’d shared in the last few months.Even if Kate hadn’t turned out to be a
surprisingly private person away from the limelight, it would have been difficult for the two of
them to spend much time together. Kate was a bonafide superstar, while Lee was on the bottom
rung of the touring professional’s ladder—one of the “rabbits,” so named because they survived,
if at all, by nibbling at what was left over after the big-time players got done carving up their
shares of golf’s green rewards. Some were first-year pros like Lee herself; others, more
desperate, were older players whose games were erratic or slipping away.For Lee the Women’s
Professional Golf Tour was an endless series of once-a-week rushes to the next town on the
circuit to nab a room in a Motel 6—or whatever chain was offering discounts to players—before
all the other rabbits snuffled their way there. Otherwise she was likely to wind up sharing a room
with someone who watched TV until 4 A.M., or snored, or popped funny pills, or used her
toothpaste.Breakfasts were Egg McMuffins; lunches were Big Macs or all-you-can-eat-smorgies
(except when free meals could be scrounged); dinners were best not described. Entertainment
consisted of long, hard, sweaty sessions on the driving ranges or, more often, because they
didn’t cost anything, the practice tees.Kate O’Brian lived in a different world. For her the tour was
all five-star restaurants and luxury hotels, with interviews on “Good Morning, America”
sandwiched between the golfing and the glittering parties at somebody or other’s gorgeous
home on the seventh fairway.“I mean, I know her,” Lee said, “and she’s been nice enough to give
me some lifts between tournaments, but we don’t see much of each other once we arrive.” They
didn’t see each other at all, except on the course.She paused at the shoe-cleaning device near
the clubhouse door and scrubbed her left shoe against the brush to get rid of the stubborn caked
earth. (That would have been from the sixth hole, where, with her luck running true to form, her
third stroke had landed on the muddy rim of the laughable little water hazard just to the right of
the green.)“I ran into her at the practice tee last night,” she said, frowning down at the mud-
stiffened leather, “and she didn’t say anything about pulling out of the tournament. In fact, she
was practicing. She was working with her irons.”“I don’t know,” Nick said. “I just don’t know.”While
Nick went worriedly off to pry what information he could out of others coming off the final hole,
Lee carefully cleaned, dried, and creamed her shoes at her locker; they were going to have to
last the month no matter what, and she didn’t want them falling apart like the bag. Then she
showered, considering what to do next.Ordinarily there wouldn’t be anything to consider; she
would take advantage of one of the first-day buffets that opened their doors to anyone in the
tournament. But for once she didn’t feel like eating, even for nothing. The news about Kate had
made her uneasy. Besides, her dismal round was enough to kill her appetite by itself. With play



like that she was going to have a hell of a time making the cut and getting into the final rounds.It
wasn’t merely the tournament prize money she was hoping to share in, not that that wasn’t
important; the longer range implications were more serious. Another cut missed in her rookie
season and her pro career would be over before it was fairly started.No, work was what she
needed, not food.Carmel Point’s 230-yard practice hole was one of its showpieces, framed on
one side by the layered cypresses that clothed much of the Monterey Peninsula and on the other
by a graceful, curving lake that echoed the lucid blue of the ocean a quarter of a mile beyond. At
another time, in another situation, Lee would have been elated at the idea of a week in one of
the world’s most spectacularly beautiful places. Not only was there no other spot quite like this
green and rugged chunk of land jutting into the Pacific a hundred miles south of San Francisco,
but nowhere else were there four golf courses of such quality in so small an area; the celebrated
Pebble Beach, Cypress Point with its fabulous sixteenth, the fiendishly frustrating Spyglass Hill,
and the newcomer, Carmel Point, co-hosting its first major tournament with the other three.But it
wasn’t another time or situation, and she could have been in the middle of the Utah salt flats for
all the pleasure she got from the scenery. At least she had it to herself, no doubt because all the
other rabbits were busy munching away at the buffet table and sneaking rolls into their
pockets.She decided to go directly to the source of her problem and pulled her three-wood out
of the bag; her trusty three-wood, usually so reliable in getting her to the green in two on the par-
fives. She started with basics, checking her grip, stance, and address before carefully taking the
club back. All okay, as far as she could tell. Her take-away was unhurried and low along the
ground, the swing itself rhythmical and smoothly accelerating, driven by the coiled strength of
her hips and shoulders. Just like a rock on a string, as the golf magazines were so fond of
saying. At the snapping release of her wrists the club face smacked the ball so firmly, so
satisfyingly, that she might not have known she hit it except for the solid, unmistakable s-h-h-o-o-
k! of a golf ball perfectly struck. She closed her eyes gratefully. Whatever had been so wildly
wrong this morning, it was all right now, thank God; a passing aberration. She was back in form.
She opened her eyes.The ball sliced.She watched it disbelievingly, shading her eyes with her
hand, as it arced to the right in a long, lazy parabola; farther to the right and then farther still, until
it dropped 220 yards away, missing the lake by a few feet.“Golly, Lee, didn’t that ball slice?”Lee’s
eyes rolled upward. Just what she needed, a helpful observer. She turned with a stifled growl to
find a puffily overweight man of thirty-five, with pale, strawlike hair and a dollop of white sun
cream on his nose, peering earnestly at her. Milt Sawyer, self-styled bon vivant and confidant of
the rich and famous. And eager dispenser of dubious golf advice.“I think I know what you’re
doing wrong,” he announced predictably.Lee managed a smile. “What’s that, Milt?”“You’re
picking up the club head too soon on the backswing, so you’re losing that right-elbow tuck.” He
beamed indulgently. “I once told the same thing to Ernie Els when he was going through that bad
patch last year and he’s still thanking me.”Whether Ernie Els was really in his debt was highly
doubtful, but with something like a five handicap, Milt was a pretty fair club golfer, and maybe he
had something. But Lee was like most pros: She knew her own game, and she resisted the well-



meant tidbits of advice that people tossed so freely around golf courses. Start tinkering
piecemeal with your swing, and you could wind up in real trouble. It had happened to a lot of
good golfers.“You could be right,” she said, maintaining the smile. “Have you found Kate
yet?”“That’s what I wanted to ask you.”“Sorry, I haven’t seen her.” With her club Lee nudged
another ball into position.Milt’s near-transparent eyebrows knitted. “Then it looks like we’ll just
have to go with someone else on Golf World,” he said petulantly and delicately probed at his zinc
oxide-lathered nose with a stubby forefinger. This seemed to reassure him.“You know, Tiger
owes me a few favors. So does Phil. Maybe it’s time to call them in. I can always ask Paula or
Christi. Or maybe Brittany; she’d be good.” He wagged his head. “But I wish Kate had just let me
know.”“I’m sure she had a good reason for not showing up,” Lee said. “Did you try getting in touch
with her manager? He’s around somewhere.”“Farley?” Milt emitted something between a snicker
and a snort. “He’s worthless. He doesn’t know where she is either, and she’s supposed to shoot
another spot for us tomorrow. We already have studio time booked.” He frowned and his voice
took on a husky reverence. “Gosh, Lee, we’re talking contractual obligations here. I remember
the very first time I met Phil—Phil Mickelson, I mean. We were having drinks in the Champions’
Lounge, you know, at La Costa, and Phil said that a contract—”“Kate’s probably trying to get in
touch with you right now, Milt,” Lee cut in. “Maybe she’s already called the WPGT. You might want
to try the tent and see.” She took her stance, settling in behind the ball, hoping that Milt might get
the message.He didn’t, of course. He just stood there, pudgy hands jammed morosely into the
pockets of his yellow-and-blue plaid, double-knit trousers.Milton Sawyer was the son of Ellis P.
Sawyer and the Executive Vice-President and Publicity Director of Sawyer Sports Equipment,
which provided Kate O’Brian with a lucrative contract to endorse their golf products. Once, on
one of their long drives, Kate had rambled on wishfully about not renewing the arrangement. The
regional television commercials linked to upcoming events were an increasingly embarrassing
chore (“Does Kate O’Brian use Sawyers? You bet I do, honey! Just ask me at the Krispy Kookie
Open, in your area June third to seventh. Here’s how to get tickets.”) Besides, Kate had said, it
would be worth giving up $300,000 a year not to have to go to any more lunches with the name-
dropping, self-inflating Milt, who was by all odds the most excruciatingly boring person in the
world, according to Kate.Lee had told her she’d be willing to be bored for $300,000, and Kate
had laughed. “Keep improving and you just might, kid. Keep the amount to yourself, though, will
you? According to the contract, compensated endorsers aren’t supposed to talk about their
compensation.” She’d switched to an English accent. “Bad form, don’t y’know.”Since then Lee
had learned from personal experience what Kate had meant about Milt. Fifteen minutes after
accepting his spur-of-the-moment dinner invitation the night before, she would have been
comatose if she’d actually been trying to listen to his endless self-puffery instead of merely
supplying him with occasional polite cues. Not that he needed much prompting. Fortunately the
prime rib and roasted potatoes at the Monterey Hilton were more than capable of holding her
attention, particularly inasmuch as they were the first meal since the morning’s Dunkin’ Donuts
Special.“Well, I’ll certainly let you know if I see her,” she said, wriggling more pointedly into her



stance. It was hard for her to dredge up much sympathy for the fleeting problems of the heir to
the Sawyer fortune—even if he was beset by inanity, fatness, and a much-bemoaned inability to
tan evenly.“I’m afraid I’d better get back to work,” she added firmly.This time the message got
through, but barely five minutes after Milt had shambled off toward the nearby clubhouse, Lee
heard a golf cart jouncing along the gravel path in her direction. She kept her head down,
concentrating on her ball.“Hi there, Lee!” someone called amiably. “How’s the slice
coming?”Wonderful. More company. Lee sighed and rubbed a hand over her forehead. It hadn’t
been her morning, it didn’t seem to be her afternoon, and she was reluctantly coming to the
conclusion that it wasn’t going to be her day. When in the world was she going to get a chance to
put in an hour’s uninterrupted work on that slice? Probably tomorrow morning at 7 A.M., she
thought gloomily, when it was barely light enough to see. There wasn’t much going on out there
at that time.Frustrated as she was, it was hard for her to be rude. Especially to one of the
amateurs in her foursome. She raised her club in greeting and smiled wanly. “Hi, Peg.”Peg Fiske
was stocky, talkative, and lively, with a voice like a bugle and deep laughter creases around her
eyes, and they’d hit it off reasonably well considering their awkward introduction the day before.
Lee had been in the check-in line behind Peg and couldn’t help overhearing:“Which pro’s going
to be in my group?” Peg had rumbled cheerfully.“Well, dear, let me see...” The woman at the
trestle table moved her pencil uncertainly down the list.Peg helped her along. “Christina Kim?
Paula Creamer? Kate O’Brian?”“No... Let’s see, I don’t...”“Momoko Ueda? Natalie Gulbis,
maybe?”“Ah,” the woman said with satisfaction, “Fiske. You should have told me it was with an ‘e.’
Your pro is...” She adjusted her bifocals with one hand and leaned over the sheet. “Your pro is, let
me see, Dee Ofsted. No, it looks like ‘Lee.’ Lee Ofsted. Or would that be ‘Oaf-steed’? I don’t
know how it’s pronounced. It’s Scandinavian, apparently.”Peg was silent for a moment.
“Who?”“I’m sorry, dear,” the woman said, ready to move on to the next person. “I don’t make the
assignments, you know. It’s not my fault.”Peg shook her head sadly and addressed the sky.
“Where do they come up with these people? One of these days I’m going to get someone I
actually heard of.”The woman offered a routine sympathetic cluck and looked over Peg’s
shoulder at Lee. “Name, dear?”What could she do but grin and say “Ofsted. Pronounced ‘Off-
sted’”?Peg had been flustered and embarrassed, but by this morning she’d recovered, and by
the time the round was over, Lee found that she had enjoyed the woman’s company. Peg was a
management consultant whose approach to golf was annoyingly mechanical but whose blunt
good nature more than made up for it. Her ready sense of humor had made Lee smile even on
her three bogeys. On the double bogey nothing could have made her smile.“Well,” Peg said now,
“have you licked that dumb slice?”“No,” Lee leaned on the club. “Did you get a look at the
scoreboard? How are we doing?” Not that she really wanted to hear.Peg hooted with laughter.
“Last I saw we were already lying twenty-eighth in the field, as they say, with most of the scores
yet to come in.”“Ouch. Well, there’s no point in worrying. With thirty-six holes to go before the cut,
anything could happen.”“Sure,” Peg said brightly, or as brightly as her foghorn of a voice would
allow. “Like the first twenty-seven could get hit by lightning.”Lee watched as Peg unzipped her



shag bag and shook three or four dozen pristine balls onto the worn grass. Top-of-the-line Pro
V1s...for practice!With a sigh Lee used the head of her club to set up ten of her own scarred
balls; “X-outs,” mostly—factory seconds that the manufacturers sold at a discount, but only on
the shamefaced condition that a stamped string of X’s hide the brand. Ah, well, her time would
come.If, that is, she could work her way out of this miserable slice. She lined up, looking down at
the ball, out to the spot 250 yards away that she was aiming for, and back to the ball. She took a
preliminary waggle, all the time conscious of Peg’s open interest. It was flattering that her partner
thought she was still worth watching after this morning, but then Peg hadn’t had much of a round
either. Instead of playing in the low nineties, up to her eighteen handicap, she had ended with a
105, for an adjusted score of 87. If not for the steady play of the other two amateurs, they’d be
lying a lot lower than twenty-eighth.Lee had been too concerned about her own game to offer
advice beyond the choice of a club or the reading of some of the trickier greens. Besides, it was
pretty clear after a few holes that Peg suffered from one of the weekend golfer’s most debilitating
maladies: She was too willing to take advice—from pros, from caddies, from onlookers, from
anyone who wanted to give it. Every time she flubbed a shot she changed her stroke, or her
stance, or her grip to suit some quickie cure she’d seen in a magazine.Maybe Lee would be able
to help her yet before the tournament was over; at least she might be able to convince her to find
her own style and stick with it. But first things first.One more look at the limp yellow flag, then
down at the ball again. Press, pull the club back, launch the hips, let it go.Damn, it was
unbelievable. A slice, a fat one, curving sneeringly off to the right toward the lake. Lee groaned
inwardly. As nice as she was, if Peg said “Wasn’t that a slice?” or anything remotely like it, she
was going to get the club wrapped around her throat.Fortunately for them both, the older woman
just frowned and looked honestly concerned. “Does it both you to have me watch you?”Lee lined
grimly up to another ball. “Uh-uh. That’s not my problem.”“Do you have any idea what your
problem is? Identifying the problem is two-thirds of the solution.”Lee shook her head and
doggedly took her stance. She didn’t want any management consulting techniques applied to
her golf game.Unsurprisingly, Peg persisted. “Would it help—I mean, tell me if I’m bugging you—
but would it help if you told me what you were working on and I gave you some feedback on
whether you were doing it?”Lee relaxed her stance and shrugged. It couldn’t hurt. “Sure.
Basically, I’m just trying to make sure I stay relaxed and keep my swing smooth.”“Right, what
else?”“Well, I guess that my timing isn’t jerky.”“Check. And?”“And...and that’s all. I suppose I want
to make sure I stay square to the target,” she added to satisfy Peg.“You’re kidding me.”Lee
looked inquisitively up from the ball.“I mean,” Peg said explosively, “if you’re slicing, shouldn’t you
be making sure your hands aren’t too far to the left? And your club face isn’t open? And your
swing path isn’t outside-inside? And your wrists aren’t breaking early? And—”“Peg,” Lee
laughed, “if I tried to remember all that I’d go bonkers.”“But...but...” Peg floundered for words.
“You have to keep all those things in mind when you swing. Otherwise—”“Not me,” Lee said. “I
step up to the ball, and I try to stay relaxed. And I hit it. That’s it.” She smiled crookedly. “Of
course, after this morning maybe I ought to—”Peg dismissed this with a wave of her hand. “No,



today was just an off day. The fact is, you’re one of the best few hundred golfers in the world, a
card-holding touring pro—”“Just barely,” Lee muttered.“—and all you think about when you swing
is to...just to...”“Relax and belt it,” Lee said apologetically. “I guess the rest sort of comes
naturally. Most of the time.”Peg’s good-natured face came as close as it could to rancor. “That,”
she said, “is disgusting.” Without further conversation she began to line up her own balls ten or
twelve feet away.That suited Lee, and with a sigh—she seemed to be sighing a lot today— she
went back to work, trying hard not to think about early wrist-breaks and outside-inside paths.
The first swing felt good, an effortless, fluid transfer of power from hips, to shoulders, to
snapping writs, to the whipping club head. Her hands finished high and elegant, the way they
should, and she kept her head down an extra fraction of a second before lifting it to look for the
ball.For a moment she thought it was going to be all right, but at about 170 yards the clean, true
arc began to disintegrate, and the ball slid sideways and dropped into the sky-blue lake with a
pretty little splash of white.And suddenly, for the first time, she was genuinely, deeply
disheartened. She just didn’t know how to hit a golf ball any better than that. Fifty swings later,
with a good many practice balls she could ill afford to lose resting on the lake bottom, she was
numb, actually thinking about chucking it—not just the Pacific-Western, but the whole golfing
career she’d so naively decided on for herself.After Peg finished working on her drives and went
off to the bunker to practice sand shots, Lee slogged over the grass toward the lake, armed with
her telescoping-handled ball retriever. (Would an honest-to-God pro even own such a thing?)
What on earth was driving her anyway? Who gave a damn whether she made it or not? She had
no backers except Sally, who would just as soon have her work off her $15,000 loan in her pro
shop and in the cart barn at the Pumpkin Ridge.Well, she thought morbidly, with no room in the
credit card accounts, a depleted checking account, and only two weeks of expense money left,
the question of whether she “decided” to continue playing would soon enough be moot.A couple
of balls were visible within easy reach of the shore, and those she scooped up with her hand.
The coolness of the water was a refreshing surprise; she hadn’t realized how warm she’d gotten
flailing away on the tee. On a whim she tossed her shoes and socks onto the grass, rolled her
pants up to the knees, and stepped out onto the squishy mud of the lake bottom. If she were
reduced to dredging her old practice balls out of the lake—and all right, yes, anybody else’s old
practice balls she happened to come across—she might as well enjoy herself. God knows there
hadn’t been many other whimsical impulses to give into that day.It had been a long time since
the lake had been cleared. There were balls all over the place, and all she had to do to find them
was to part the reed patches with the handle of the retriever, or simply go squelching around
until she stepped on one. In ten minutes she found fifteen, which was three more than she’d lost,
and if some of them were on the spongy side, how much did that matter for practice with the
driver?After a few more minutes, however, she had stirred up a cloud of mud, and soon the knee-
high water was too murky to see through. She would have to quit with a net profit of six balls,
which made it the day’s most successful enterprise.She turned to wade back to the shore,
gingerly placing her feet in the mud.But not gingerly enough.“Ouch...Damn!”She jerked her foot



out of the water with an indrawn hiss of breath. A cut foot was all she needed to contend with in
tomorrow’s round. Leaning awkwardly over with her right foot propped against her left knee,
feeling like an unstable stork, she anxiously examined the ball of her foot. No blood, thank
heavens, and no broken skin. Only those peculiar indentations, almost like a set of...She looked
more carefully, Spike marks? Had someone thrown a shoe in the lake? She’d heard of—she
knew of—golfers who had thrown whole bags of clubs into water hazards in fits of rage. But a
shoe? She bent and used her hand to feel for it. Yes, spikes. And there was the heel. A shoe, all
right. But why so heavy? Or was it stuck in the mud? She tugged.By the end of the day she
would ardently regret her well-intentioned reaction to the horrible discovery that the shoe
contained a foot, that the foot was attached to a leg, and so on. What she did was to drop to her
knees and try to drag the body out. With jumbled, fragmented memories of stories about people
who had been revived after being submerged for many minutes, with the thought-paralyzing fear
that she wouldn’t remember how to administer CPR when it came down to it, with a brackish,
heaving stomach—and the dazed, mindless certainty that she somehow knew exactly what she
would find—she scrabbled frantically with her fingers, trying to get hold of a handful of clothing,
trying to avoid the cold, repellent, rubbery flesh.Slipping and unable to get a foothold, she slid
under the surface herself for a nightmarish moment, for the head lay down slope in about four
feet of water. She must have called out then, because suddenly Peg was at her side. Together,
with Peg’s voice rolling over her in unintelligible waves, they dragged the body close enough to
shore so that the head and throat lay exposed.Still on her knees in the water herself, Lee fell
back on her haunches and let her eyes tremble closed. She’d never seen a dead body before,
but there wasn’t any doubt about this one, and the horrible cup-sized depression in the waxy
forehead made it all too apparent that death had not come by drowning.And, yes, she’d been
right. It was Kate O’Brian.Chapter 2“Yeah...Yeah...Okay, Good. Thanks, Fisher.” Captain Bushell
pressed down the receiver button with his left hand. The telephone remained cradled between
his shoulder and his ear while his pen continued to scribble over the sheet. When he hung up,
he thought for a moment, walked from his paneled office to a glass-partitioned cubicle beside it,
and plopped his hefty bottom into a chair beside a desk at which a sandy-haired man of thirty
pored over a police report folder.“Hey, Sheldon, what do you know about golf?”Lieutenant
Graham Sheldon, four months with the Carmel Police Department, looked up from the malicious
mischief report that he’d been reviewing. (“Vandal or vandals unknown allegedly cut a two-to-two
foot hole into F. A. Zoppo’s wire goose enclosure, allowing two of said geese to escape from
property at...”)“Golf?” he said. “Well, I know you have to chase a little ball around and hit it in a
hole with a stick, and you’re supposed to wear funny clothes while you’re doing it—purple stretch
pants with yellow checks and white shoes. Oh, and a white belt.”“Good,” Captain Bushell said.
“An expert. Just what I need. Got something for you at the Carmel Point course. Something
big.”“Wow, somebody must have siphoned some gas from a golf cart.”“Funny,” Bushell said,
eyeing him quizzically. The captain hadn’t quite figured out what to make of him, Graham knew;
hadn’t decided whether he was a good cop, or whether he even liked this big-city boy wonder



with all the commendations who had come out number one by a mile on the detective lieutenant
exam. Which had made it impossible to promote Rubio, who’d been a sergeant with the
department for thirteen years and had counted on the job as his. Rubio with his five kids.“No, it’s
a murder,” Bushell went on evenly. “How does that grab you?”Graham didn’t quite know how it
grabbed him. He had quit Oakland PD and taken the job with the Carmel mainly because seven
years of metropolitan sleaze and violence had left him repelled and disgusted. No, that wasn’t
quite true; it had brutalized him more subtly than that. It was when the endless, savage thuggery
had stopped disgusting him that he knew he’d been there too long. It had started to seem like
the normal human condition to him, and he’d begun to see in himself the cynical contempt for
people—that is, for people who weren’t policemen—that was so common in longtime cops. And
that was a hell of a way to feel for someone who’d come out of Berkely as a starry-eyed do-
gooder with a cum laude M.A. in sociology not so very long ago.But after four months in this
beautiful seaside city of Carmel, he’d discovered to his surprise that he missed it; not the
grunginess and horror, of course, but the police work itself, the resolute, dogged persistence
demanded by criminal investigation, the satisfaction—rare but all the sweeter for it—of putting
the really bad guys away.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun caper. I've loved all the Elkins' books I've read so far and this one is no
exception. They choose the best settings for their stories! The characters are interesting and I
care about them. The dialog is witty and the plot moves fast. If I have a complaint, it would be all
the typos which slowed things down and were sometimes just confusing to figure out. But I still
plan to read more from this fabulous duo.”

Lheaven, “Formulaic but fun. Like Charlotte and Aaron's other series (A dangerous talent, a
cruise to die for), this one brings together a beautiful, brilliant but financially struggling young
woman with an older (need we add extremely attractive?) law enforcement dude over an unlikely
corpse and (drumroll please) bumpy romance ensues. Followed by more corpses and more
romance in subsequent novels. There is also the gruff, well-to-do and hilarious older woman who
instantly becomes the heroine's closest friend and partner in the amateur investigation. Both
series involve gorgeous backdrops, from New Mexico to Pebble Beach, meticulous research
into the heroines' professions (art historian, pro golfer) and solid, satisfying plots.All that having
been said I must confess that I love both series. They are fun and roll along seductively. I've long
been a fan of Aaron Elkins' anthropology-inspired series and this is equally professional writing
(flubs in transcription notwithstanding). If you're looking for a quick, enjoyable read, a little new
knowledge and not a lot of depth, I'd say go for it. But be warned that these little books are as
addictive as Candy Crush. Saga.”

bobbysgirl, “A good read. I have enjoyed that art series by these writers. Looks like I will be
reading all the golf series now. Not to heavy but a nice read.”

Revd allsop, “Golf mystery. Even if you know little about golf this mystery story is very amusing
and entertaining. Well written for all readers.”

rev BM Hull, “Five Stars. Good book. Read quickly and enjoyed the golfing theme.”

John L. Knott, “Four Stars. A good story from a somewhat unusual background, ie golf.”

The book by Charlotte Elkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 127 people have provided feedback.
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